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9.1.4. MANAGEMENT APPROACH
The Grunley Samaha Team will provide the full services necessary to deliver the New George Mason High
School in accordance with the RFP. We will design and
build the project to meet the Falls Church City Public
Schools’ (FCCPS) schedule while simultaneously maintaining high design, quality, and construction standards
and creating a dynamic environment for learning. We
will work closely with the stakeholders to deliver a product that meets everyone’s needs.
From the beginning, we will partner with the FCCPS and
the invited stakeholders to establish the foundation for
project communication and coordination. We will support initial teaming meetings and will ensure that the
appropriate personnel, subcontractors, and consultants

are fully aware of the project scope, schedule, and requirements at all times. Working from the RFP, standards, specifications, and design narratives, our team
will meet with all of the invited stakeholders to develop
and validate the design, identify incomplete elements
and gain a thorough understanding of the design intent and expectations for the project. Alternate ideas,
revised elements and area clarifications will be shared
with the team during the design phase to clear the way
for the design team to produce the final documents in
the most efficient manner. This will eliminate making
major design modifications during production of the
construction documents. During this process, our estimators, with assistance from our subcontractors, will
validate the estimate to make sure that the final design
is within the budget.

The Grunley Samaha Team successfully designed and constructed the Fort Myer Child Development Center under
a design/build contract for the U.S. Naval Facilities Engineering Command.
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From the outset, Grunley and Samaha will develop
milestones for delivery of the construction documents
designed to ensure delivery of the project on schedule
and with the desired outcome. The milestone dates will
be based on the project schedule and the constraints of
the school schedule and will focus on long lead materials and equipment. We will devise a plan to produce
design packages in a sequence that will allow construction elements to start as soon as possible. For example, we will produce an equipment schedule very early
in the project to enable our mechanical contractor to
procure long lead items for on-time delivery and installation. We will produce similar packages for electrical,
plumbing, glass and glazing, structural steel, and doors,
frames, hardware. We will share this information with
the City and establish review periods for submittals that
will meet the requirements of the project and support
the selected schedule.
We intend to issue contracts for major subcontractors
immediately upon award, especially the concrete, structural steel, glass and glazing, mechanical, plumbing,
and electrical trades which will have significant impact
on the overall schedule. We will establish the overall duration for their procurement, submittal, fabrication, and
delivery process and compare those constraints against
the schedule. Waiting for 100% Issued for Construction
(IFC) drawing approvals to release long lead equipment
will unnecessarily delay the project schedule. Therefore, our team will work together closely to establish
early design documents to facilitate these awards. We
will involve the City in the process from day one and
will schedule submittal meetings whereby the project
team can meet to review and approve submittals in a
single day, rather than following a more common 14day approval period. The short schedule requirement
does not allow time for approval of 100% construction
documents prior to starting construction. Again, we will
request that all team members meet to discuss, modify
and approve these packages so that construction can
commence as soon as possible and continue seamlessly
throughout the project duration.

We will hold weekly, or more frequent, design meetings
with the major trades to assist Samaha during the design period. The schedule is aggressive and a proactive
approach from the construction team will ensure that
the documents produced by the design team are correct, complete and constructible.

Grunley’s routine meetings with subcontractors
during completion of the Fairmont Heights High
School project helped to ensure the schedule was
maintained and that the work put in place was the
highest of quality.
As the design team produces the documents, we will
hold coordination meetings with all team members. By
involving the stakeholders and the preconstruction and
construction team in the design, we will provide an integrated coordination process and a smooth transition
from design to construction.
We will manage and coordinate the project with executive level oversight and support from Grunley’s
Rockville, MD office and Samaha’s Fairfax, VA office.
This localized management approach will establish the
high-quality communication and collaboration necessary to facilitate an efficient organization that can make
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informed decisions in the timely manner that will be
critical for meeting the schedule. During construction,
we will coordinate anticipated activities using a variety of methods from face-to-face meetings to written
correspondence (i.e. e-mail, electronic project management). We will require all stakeholders to attend project
meetings in order to stay fully apprised of the status of
the project, long range plans, and current challenges.
As the project progresses, we will continue to work together as an integrated team to produce the punchlist
and complete commissioning. Sign-offs will need to be
approved by the team on an ‘as needed’ basis to gain
approval as work items are completed.
Grunley and Samaha will work closely with the City to
design, construct, and deliver the George Mason High
School Modernization safely, on schedule and within
budget.

Throughout the life of the project, we will continue
this open and collaborative dialogue. We will share options, encourage collaborative decisions and recognize
the importance of and the relationship between the
mission, budget, schedule, functionality, operations,
aesthetics and constructibility. Weekly updates and integrated “over the shoulder” working meetings will be
scheduled to discuss key items and systems that need
resolution with the design build team. “On board” project review meetings will be scheduled for milestone
design deliverables. We anticipate that these meetings
will occur after the initial building verification stage to
discuss any discrepancies found between the existing
conditions and the documents provided with the RFP.
These “on board” meetings will facilitate quality control,
expedite the schedule and ensure that all members of
the project team are on track to meet the goals and
metrics established for the project.

Design Team Leadership

DESIGN PROCESS
Our collaborative process will be central to the success
of this project. We believe that this approach benefits
the entire team and ultimately leads to facilities that
exceed our clients’ goals. This effort begins in the development of our design team where we tailor our experience to meet the project needs.
For the George Mason High School project, it will be
critical to start the project and design process with an
initial kick-off work session. During this meeting, all
stakeholders must participate. This includes all key decision makers for the client, the end-users, and the entire design-build team across all disciplines. The primary benefit of this meeting will be the initial partnering
and establishment of communication and trust that is
crucial throughout the life of the project. The secondary benefit will be the free sharing of information and
ideas that occurs. This initial kick-off work session will
be critical to the management plan for this project due
to the short nature of the design period. Every team
member participating must hear the same information
and become embedded in the goals and success of the
project.

A key aspect of project management is a clear understanding of the roles and responsibilities of the team
members. Our Project Architect and principal educational designer, Paul Falkenberry, has a well-developed
understanding of the risks and challenges associated
with high school projects and has developed an approach to project management based on more than 30
years of experience in this arena. With over 29 years of
professional experience, Tom Lee, our Design Principal
in Charge, has served as a principal during all phases
of the architectural design process for an array of educational facilities. Mr. Lee will provide design oversight
throughout the project and will lead the effort in an
open collaborative discussion from start to finish. His
work with schools will enable our team to offer creative,
cost effective, and environmentally sound design solutions for the new George Mason High School project.

Design Team Program Management
Working as an integrated design team, we will reinforce
the value of a well-defined project scope. Throughout
our process, Mr. Falkenberry and Mr. Lee will manage
the scope to ensure that we meet its hard targets and
exceed the aspirational goals of the end users.
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Design Team Structure
Samaha is providing an integrated, multi-discipline
project design team primarily comprised of staff who
have worked together on prior projects. The design
team will be co-located in the same office space and
work collaboratively throughout the life of the project.
Our design consultants will provide support on civil
engineering, structural engineering, and mechanical
and electrical engineering. The Samaha team members
have been selected for their ability to work together to
meet milestones, achieve a high level of quality within
their areas of expertise, and communicate throughout
the design and delivery process. Our full Design Team is
listed in the table below.

DESIGN TEAM

on schedule. Samaha understands that modernization
projects are inherently complex and contain a variety of
building systems and specialty items that must be properly integrated to allow for the building to function efficiently and satisfy the building occupants. Samaha staff
will work closely with the system installers as part of the
project team to select the best system components to
maintain the design intent and to work within the existing constraints. As technical issues arise, Samaha will
assign team members to a task team to gather data related to the issue and will meet to review the issue with
the appropriate members of the design/build team to
determine the best possible solution. These meetings
will allow us to make decisions with input from all involved parties quickly in order to maintain the project
schedule. The design team will document the decision
and continue with the completion of the design deliverables. If issues arise during the construction process,
they will be addressed in a similar manner but will most
likely include on-site meetings to review the field condition and develop the appropriate approach to allow
construction to continue without delay.

Samaha Associates, PC

•
•

Architecture & LEED
Interior Design and FF&E

Design Collective, Inc.

•

Commercial Design
Consultant

ADTEK Engineers, Inc.

•

Civil Engineering

Norton Land Design

•
•

Landscape Architecture
Arborist

GRS

•

Topo and Boundary Survey

Technical Management

Accumark

•

Utility Location

Ehlert/Bryan Engineers

•

Structural Engineering

CMTA, Inc.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mechanical (inc. Net Zero)
Electrical
Plumbing
Commissioning
Fire Protection Engineering
Communications and
Security
A/V Consulting

Samaha has employed dedicated experts in design-build project delivery and has implemented a
rigorous methodology that helps ensure the technical
side of the work is as strong as the aesthetic side. These
technical resources are available to the project team to
provide support in solving technical issues that develop
as the project progresses.

•
Foodservice Consultants •
Studio

Food Service Consultant

Polysonics, Inc.

•

Acoustical & Theater Consulting

Professional Services
Inc. (PSI)

•
•

Geotechnical Engineering
Hazmat

COORDINATION WITH THE CITY OF FALLS CHURCH
DURING CONSTRUCTION

Design Plan

Grunley’s daily coordination with City staff will prove
critical when the need to reach streamlined resolution
for issues on the project arises during the construction
process. We have found that a three-pronged approach
to formal communication is most effective when engaging stakeholders on the project.

The plan must describe the process during design for
solving the technical, functional, and constructibility
issues while maintaining the design intent, obtaining
approval of local government authorities, and staying

First, we hold a weekly foreman’s meeting during which
all tradesmen are reminded of the strategies and goals
involved in the three-week look-ahead schedule. Grun-
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ley uses this as a forum for early detection of impending obstacles to share lessons learned and enforce the
master plan of delivering the highest quality job ontime and within budget. This forum also provides the
opportunity to confirm the information required to
provide the owner with the most timely and accurate
update on project execution. Grunley maintains open
lines of communication from the ground up with the
trades in the field which allows us to distinguish critical
owner-impacting issues from the normal daily coordination demands involved in a complex project like the
new George Mason High School.
The second tier of communication is the weekly progress meeting that includes all project stakeholders.
During this meeting, Grunley will lead a brief informative
session updating the City. We will use the three-week
look-ahead schedule and associated documentation
including real-time feedback from the subconsultants
and subcontractors. Grunley will ensure that major
milestones are tied to detailed look-ahead schedule
updates for the purpose of ensuring concise alignment
with logistical constraints that will be necessary for concurrent work activities with other City personnel. Status
of open submittals, RFI coordination, and/or potential
change conditions will be highlighted during the progress meeting to prevent surprises to all stakeholders.
The third tier of communication includes work plans for
major activities. The work plans often contain the intangible aspects of construction activities that are not
readily available when reviewing a project schedule.
Grunley’s work plans will allow the City and its representatives to translate the technical aspects of construction
through use of reference photos, projected durations
and step-by-step guidance of means and methods. Our
open communication with the City related to critical
planning is a top priority for ensuring contract requirements are exceeded whenever possible.
These formal methods of communication are intended
to establish firm documentation of project progress and
issues and will be critical to the success of the project.
More importantly, the schedule for this project requires
that the Grunley Team and the City’s representatives

quickly establish a level of comfort and trust that guarantees the ability to resolve questions and concerns
immediately at the project site and/or via phone discussions while maintaining the required protocols for flow
of information. Grunley has chosen team members that
have extensive backgrounds performing similar work
and has endowed these individuals with the ability to
take action and commit corporate resources as needed
to achieve the George Mason High School Modernization project goals. Our team members have established
reputations for timely communication ensuring overall
project success. Traditional methods of email and web
based file sharing (when permissible) will support these
efforts.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Grunley constantly monitors our impact on the local
communities surrounding our project sites and we
make improvements to ensure that our projects operate
safely with minimal disruptions to the day-to-day lives
of our neighbors and the occupants of the buildings in
which we work. We effectively communicate with our
neighbors, keeping them apprised of the project’s progress, the types and areas of construction activities that
are scheduled to occur, and possible impacts to their
traffic routes and potential noise impacts.
Schools are important landmarks that strengthen community and create a shared identity. They are also an important asset providing much needed spaces for after
school and community activities including:
•
Performing Arts Venues
•
Athletic Facilities
•
Outdoor Play Areas
•
Libraries/Media Centers
•
Community Meeting Space
•
Wellness Facilities
•
Night Classes
The design of schools should reflect the unique identity
and values of the communities they serve. In addition,
the facility should be used to build connections within
the community through after school activities, internships, training, programming, etc. In our evolving world,
schools are essential to the life and health of our communities.
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SCHEDULING AND COST CONTROL SYSTEMS

INVOLVEMENT WITH THE LOCAL COMMUNITY
DURING THE MOUNT DANIEL ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL RENOVATION/ADDITION
Due to the strong sense of community identity
in the City of Falls Church, VA, the Grunley Samaha Team’s Mount Daniel Elementary School Renovation/Addition design/build project required
extensive communication and collaboration with
community groups representing the surrounding
neighborhood. Prior to award, we were required
to present our design and construction plan to
the City of Falls Church in an open forum for consideration and comments from the school board
and members of the local community. Since beginning preconstruction, we have presented our
work plan at critical phases, i.e. 35% drawings, and
have worked with the owner and the community
to incorporate modifications that work for all interested stakeholders. Throughout preconstruction,
we continued to meet with the owner, the school
board and select community representatives on a
biweekly basis and will present our updated work
plans at community meetings when the design
reaches critical milestones. During construction,
our communications with the local neighborhood
included meetings to provide updates on the construction progress as well as details related to the
phased relocation of students to temporary modular classrooms and back into the finished school.

The schedule is Grunley’s primary tool for managing
the construction progress and assuring project delivery on time. The project schedule is our core element to
plan, measure, coordinate, communicate, successfully
implement, and control the work activities. We engage
all construction stakeholders to contribute during the
schedule formation. The schedule is used to track the
status of key and long lead fabrication items as well as
the construction of work on the jobsite. Grunley integrates data from the schedule with our materials procurement tracking log to maintain control over the timing of materials fabrication and delivery.
The schedule on any project is a dynamic tool with a
purpose that changes over the life-cycle of the project. Grunley believes in using the schedule during the
different phases of a project to manage the project effectively. Through schedule development, the project
team will gain superior project knowledge while preplanning the project. It is during this period where issues are discovered early, solutions are developed, and
open lines of communication with subcontractors and
suppliers are reinforced.
The buildable CPM schedule will serve many functions
throughout the project. Beginning with the design
phase, the schedule will be critically analyzed as a tool
to identify and expedite long lead items and suppliers
that may pose geographic limitations on shipping time
frames. Grunley will incorporate schedule milestone
dates into our internal material tracking process taking
into account the “required on site date.” The required
dates will be measured against the subcontractor/vendor lead times which will ultimately yield a required
submittal approval date. Our material tracking log will
be monitored weekly during internal staff meetings to
track and confirm the on-time delivery of submittals impacting the schedule. This effort will contribute to prioritizing design-build resources and early submission
packages. Conveying information and coordinating
staff will be integral for maintaining consistent schedule progress. We are proposing early design packages
that will facilitate fast track delivery of appropriate field
survey and layout for special coordination.
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Upon award of a contract, we will develop the master
schedule in collaboration with the City of Falls Church
and Samaha. We will set milestones, with input from all
team members, for project coordination meetings, cost
control estimates and submittal deadlines. This method
provides an opportunity for the team to seek alternate
solutions or re-evaluate programming as needed to
meet the budget and deliver the work on time.
The Initial Project Schedule will include all activities that
are necessary to form a reasonable, realistic and coherent integrated project schedule. Tasks will be identified
by members of the project team in an effort to improve
their understanding of the overall project. Involvement
of key subcontractors during this period will also be required. The process used for developing the Initial Project Schedule will improve accuracy, increase the team’s
awareness of subcontractor requirements during construction, and identify any potential issues well in advance of a specific construction activity.
Grunley adopts a consistent work control process for
all definable features of work (DFW) to integrate quality control (QC) and define changes in conditions to be
addressed immediately. Moving into the construction
phase, some of the more powerful features of the fully
developed CPM schedule become available. We will use
the schedule as a tool for communicating the current
plan between all involved parties. Reports will be generated that identify exactly when each activity will start
and finish. In addition to communicating the current
plan, the project schedule will also be used to aid in decision making and work planning. Finally, at the end of a
project, the schedule will serve as a record of the events
that took place over the project’s duration.
As activities are identified, durations will be discussed
and assigned based upon our knowledge of the project.
Logic ties will be added to the activities based on the
following criteria:
•

Physical Restraints – Activity B cannot be performed until Activity A occurs (e.g., one must install
rebar before placing concrete)

•

•

Resource Restraints – Activity B cannot begin until Activity A has been completed using a specific
piece of equipment or crew (e.g., we cannot dig
the elevator pit until the excavator finishes digging
foundations)
Preferential Sequence Restraints – Activity A or B
could go first, but we prefer to start with A (e.g.,
we could start framing walls on the east side of the
building or the west but we prefer to start on the
east)

When a given set of tasks has been identified, their durations have been assigned, logic has been identified
and information has been entered into Primavera, the
results will be reviewed with the project team and any
key subcontractors. The schedule will then be revised as
needed, until all parties agree and approve. The team’s
review will accomplish the following:
•

Validate that the output represents the project plan

•

Validate that the scope includes all of the project
requirements

•

Check for technical errors in the CPM

•

Review resource and crew flows for accuracy

Once the Project Team has reviewed the plan and agrees
that it represents how work will progress over the course
of the project, a detailed breakdown of the schedule will
be submitted to all subcontractors on the project. Subcontractors will be given a specific time period for review
and comment. Any comments returned by a subcontractor during this period will be evaluated, and if reasonable,
incorporated into the baseline schedule. Upon completion of this process, the schedule will be submitted to the
City for final review. All schedules will be prepared and
submitted in strict accordance with the contract documents. The City’s comments will be reviewed, addressed
by Grunley, and shared with pertinent subcontractors.
We will hold a meeting with the City of Falls Church,
Samaha and other appropriate parties (subcontractors,
suppliers) to modify the baseline schedule in accordance
with the City’s requirements. The accepted and approved
baseline schedule will then serve as the basis for all updates during the construction period.
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During construction, the project schedule will be used
as a tool for communicating and planning. A detailed
three-week look-ahead schedule will be issued to each
subcontractor at every job progress meeting where it will
serve as a tool for planning. A short interval planner may
be used where the schedule may not provide enough
detail about a given activity. Any plans, or changes to the
overall plan, will be reflected in the master project schedule as part of the monitoring process. Further, to ensure
compliance with the plan, three-week look-ahead schedules will also be issued and discussed during:

planned progress and changes. These results will then be
communicated to all parties as previously stated. Should
a changed condition arise, we will utilize the schedule to
evaluate the change and communicate the impact, if any,
to all parties so that timely solutions can be implemented. This will be accomplished by inserting “fragnets” into
the schedule which simulate the effect of the change on
the project. Decisions will then be made based upon the
affect the fragnet has on the project. We believe in using
the schedule as a tool to help us manage the project and
achieve on-time completion.

Superintendent’s Meetings: Grunley’s Superintendent’s
Meetings including a weekly review of near term events,
including review of a three-week look ahead schedule
issued from the master project schedule. Focus will be
on upcoming work activities as well as those activities required to support items including deliveries, site logistics
and access requirements. There will also be a discussion
of resources required to support the project schedule.

To effectively accomplish the objectives of the project,
we will employ a number of tools and systems to manage
our work process. These same tools and systems will assist us in a “schedule recovery,” should a change directive
from the City require an adjustment in the work plan to
maintain the schedule. Some of these simultaneous task
management tools include:
•

In-house team meetings

Foreman’s Weekly Meetings: Grunley’s Foreman’s Weekly Meetings provide a review of the schedule issued. A
weekly meeting of superintendents and foremen at a
project site maintains open communication, schedule
evaluation, risk mitigation and safety and quality reviews.
At these meetings, we will ensure work is proceeding
according to plan and confirm support activities are occurring in a manner beneficial to the project. There will
also be a discussion of resources required to support the
project schedule.

•

Weekly scheduling meetings

•

Weekly operations meetings

•

Backlog and projections (six-month forward-looking
database of all work and all projects by staff)

The schedule is a dynamic tool and it must be updated
regularly to accurately reflect Grunley’s plan for completing the project. Therefore, throughout the project,
the schedule will be continually updated with actual
progress and logic modifications based upon sequence
changes to the work plan, especially those that impact
the critical path of the project. These updates will be performed by our project team on a weekly basis.
After updating project progress on the schedule, results
from the update will be evaluated to determine their
accuracy and the schedule will be adjusted based on

Schedule Recovery
In many projects, a schedule recovery is required due
to some type of program change or other unforeseen
condition. We believe that if you start with a good plan,
you have a solid foundation from which you can make
the adjustments. The depth of our team enables us to
accommodate a full-scale recovery because we have a
critical mass of staff that can be quickly mobilized when
circumstances demand, including dedicated evening
and weekend teams that may be assigned to the project
as needed and with the City’s approval.

Reports
The schedule reports that we typically generate during
the construction of a project include a detailed critical path schedule in bar chart format as well as one-,
two- and three-week look-ahead schedules. Cost and
resource loaded schedule reports are available as required and we have the ability to customize almost any
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report to serve the needs of individual projects. In addition to specific work activities and durations for every
item of work, our schedules include identification of all
major submittals, time for design review, the location
of work activities by building or area, material deliveries, fabrication times, time for final cleaning, punchlist
completion, commissioning and any known scheduling
restraints related to the project. As the new George Mason High School progresses, we will meet regularly with
the City’s decision makers and end users to review and
incorporate their schedule needs.

MAINTAINING THE SCHEDULE FOLLOWING
EXTREME WEATHER CONDITIONS DURING THE
FAIRMONT HEIGHTS HIGH SCHOOL REPLACEMENT
Grunley was the prime contractor for the new construction of the Prince George’s County Public
Schools’ (PGCPS) Fairmont Heights High School. Construction began in Fall 2015 and the project experienced significant weather events during the Winter
of 2016, when record breaking snowfall occurred in
the region. Grunley’s team incorporated processes
and procedures to gain schedule advantage by working longer hours, adding weekend shifts and reorganizing work. The project team, which included Grunley, the A/E, Owner and PGCPS consultants, worked
diligently to expedite documentation processes, mitigate risk, increase production and exploit opportunities to recover from the lost time experienced during
this unusual winter. As a result of these efforts, the
project schedule was recovered and the building was
fully enclosed and heated by late Fall 2016 so that the
interior work could progress. The PGCPS Program
Manager, Nadine Belizaire, acknowledged Grunley’s
efforts during a report to the school board which was
summarized with, “This team is truly on track to meet
our goal of delivering the best project ever on behalf
of the Board.” Grunley’s schedule control process
was critical to identifying the schedule slippage and
helping to determine methods for recovery. We will
use our same proven process to ensure that the new
George Mason High School is delivered on schedule.

Cost Control
Grunley’s control of project costs begins during the preaward and preconstruction processes and continues
through the life of the contract. During the bidding process, highly experienced Grunley operations and estimating teams, including personnel who will administer
the project on a day-to-day basis, evaluate construction
means, methods, and resources for the scope of the
project, then determine the most economical strategies
to accomplish major work activities. During the project,
expenditures are updated daily so that financial performance can be evaluated at any time on our secure
computer network. We maintain strict corporate policies regarding the timely submission of cost proposals,
the settlement of cost proposals and the submission of
monthly payment requests in order to maintain a responsible cash flow for ourselves and our subcontractors.
Grunley has been and is actively engaged in multiple
projects that either require a design/build approach or
design/assist approach. It is critical for us to participate
early in the design phase process in order to successfully achieve and meet the budget. We consider our role
to be that of an adviser to the City of Falls Church and
Samaha in the design decision process. While Samaha
considers the programmatic or code requirements of a
particular design alternative, we can provide input on
constructibility, schedule impacts and, most importantly, cost impact. Our Director of Preconstruction, Mr.
Mark Laudo, AIA, has worked as an owner representative, architect, general contractor and subcontractor
throughout his career. This gives him a unique understanding of the roles and responsibilities of all parties in
the design collaboration process.
During the design process, we will meet with the City
and Samaha regularly to understand the design issues
and provide input. The information shared at this meeting will be conveyed to our estimating staff to ensure
that all parties are fully informed of the decisions and
priorities established by the design leadership team
(The City of Falls Church, Samaha and Grunley). While
most of our input into the design will occur during these
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meetings and review of the documents, we will also
develop a matrix of key design/document comments.
The matrix will be sortable by trade, drawing number or
area of the building that will permit us to memorialize
key design decisions so that each document iteration
builds on the last without revisiting past issues. This matrix will also allow us to communicate details to the rest
of the in-house staff related to the job that may not be
apparent from the current state of the documents.
From the very beginning of the new George Mason High
School project, Grunley will develop and update a cost
model to actively manage costs for the City by ensuring
appropriate cost application over the entire project. The
process will be iterative and collaborative. During the
initial estimating process, a budget or “planned value”
will be established for each element comprising the total cost -- a “cost model.” The cost model will be developed through the extensive work of Grunley’s estimating and operations personnel who will work to break
the project down to its basic elements, each of which
will be assigned a “planned value.” Bid package preliminary estimates will be developed and incorporated into
the overall initial budget. For these, we will use a combination of pricing information as well as current vendor/
subcontractor pricing.
The initial budget will be created using the current design documents, the equipment specifications and the
information we gather for the existing conditions as references. The cost model will include a detailed quantity
survey of the work shown. This quantity estimate will
allow the team to consistently evaluate any revisions
in the documents as they are finalized. It will also serve
as a check during the subcontractor bidding process
to check variances in subcontractor bids and to ensure
that all pertinent scope items are included.
This initial budget will become our cost model for the
new George Mason High School. This cost model will
be confirmed on an item by item basis as the working
drawings are developed for each of the bid packages.
This will ensure that the project remains on budget and
that the cost for each item is as expected.

VALUE ANALYSIS, COST ESTIMATING AND
MAINTAINING THE BUDGET DURING THE
SANDBURG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
RENOVATION/ADDITION PROJECT
During the Sandburg Elementary School Renovation/Addition, Grunley performed a number of value analysis and cost estimating activities focused
on maintaining the overall budget for the project. The specifications that were provided by the
A/E were intentionally vague in order to allow the
Owner to select materials and equipment that were
readily available and cost effective at the time of execution. Grunley made recommendations for flooring, lighting, cabinetry, and mechanical, electrical,
plumbing an fire/life safety systems based on initial
cost, availability, long-term life-cycle costs, maintenance, durability, safety, quality and aesthetics.
We worked closely with the Owner and provided
alternate selections that included pricing, schedules, installation details and recommendations.
Our team communicated closely with the Owner’s
team to ensure that the best selections were made
for the project in terms of cost, schedule, function
and long-term maintenance. Likewise, Grunley and
Samaha will work closely during the new George
Mason High School to ensure that the materials
and equipment selected for this project meet or
exceed the quality requirements while maintaining
the budget and schedule established by FCCPS.
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Throughout the preconstruction phase, the cost and
quantity of each component will be compared to the
original cost model to quickly identify items that are
becoming more, or less, costly than anticipated so that
the team can then analyze the reasons and adjust their
course of development to assure program and budget
compliance. Budget alternatives will be developed and
evaluated using our Cost Control Process during the
completion of the working drawings and during schematic design phases. These budget alternatives will be
presented to the City and, once the evaluation is complete, any accepted alternatives will be incorporated
into the working drawings prior to issuance of bid packages.
For the new George Mason High School, the cost model
will be developed in CSI Format. In accordance with the
City’s requirements, we will provide all estimating backup details. Our estimating detail for each activity can be
easily formatted to conform to the City’s needs. Grunley’s estimates will be comprehensive and will include
the detailed tasks identified in the table to the right.

QUALITY CONTROL
A critical tool in meeting any project goal will be our
Quality Control Process. Our project management team
will incorporate quality into the entire construction process. The approach is holistic and guides us in every aspect of our day-to-day decision making. While we will
have a Quality Control Manager assigned to this project
whose primary responsibility will be the effective implementation of our Quality Assurance and Quality Control
Program, our project management team will also bear
responsibility for the success of our program and the
project. This approach brings Grunley’s Quality Control
and Quality Management assets of experience together
to provide the best possible quality for the City of Falls
Church and George Mason High School staff, personnel
and students.
Grunley will develop a Quality Control Plan (QC Plan)
that will be based on our proven quality control processes. This document will be a living document that will
continue to be developed and updated as the construc-

ESTIMATE DETAILS
Schematic Design Phase
• Preparing a schematic design estimate
• Providing input on means and methods of construction
• Developing a preliminary project schedule and identifying critical milestones
• Identifying long-lead items for procurement and phasing
• Identifying potential owner-approved subcontractors/
suppliers who could assist in project development
• Reviewing project goals for incorporating sustainability
• Developing BIM Execution Plan

Design Development
• Preparing a detailed estimate (using a CSI format) to
ensure that the project is within budget
• Evaluating the DD documents for constructability
• Providing a list of items that need clarity of definition
• Analyzing the project for potential alternative equipment, material, and systems selections for cost savings
• Identifying additional possibilities for incorporating
sustainability or LEED® items
• Identifying potential design development opportunities
• Reviewing BIM model for architectural/structural coordination
• Reviewing and updating the project’s preliminary schedule, including permitting and phasing
• Seeking input from subcontractors and suppliers on
material availability
• Providing an initial guaranteed maximum price (IGMP)

Construction Documents (50% and 95%)
• Preparing and updating CSI format estimates
• Reviewing the drawings and specifications and making
comments and suggestions
• Reviewing the BIM model for architectural and structural
coordination
• Performing sustainability review, where applicable
• Developing a detailed CPM network schedule for construction, including utility shutdowns
• Providing a final GMP

Procurement
• Developing bid packages
• Advertising to prequalified subcontractors
• Conducting pre-bid meetings and issuing bid documents
and addenda
• Receiving and reviewing bids with all stakeholders for
compliance with contract documents
• Conducting scope review with the most responsive
bidders
• Making recommendations for subcontractor/supplier
awards
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tion process continues to be refined and all updates will
be annotated with a revision number and date.
Grunley’s QC Plan will incorporate the requirements included in the City’s specifications as well as the concepts
and philosophy of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer’s
Guide Specification for Military Construction Contractor
Quality Control Program and other industry approaches
to quality integration. Our corporate QC approach and
associated QC Plans have been refined over the years to
incorporate the lessons we have learned from working
within occupied facilities.
Grunley’s QC Plan will define the organization, inspections, testing, meetings, reporting and submittals necessary to provide materials, equipment, workmanship,
fabrication, construction and operations that comply
with the quality standards of the new George Mason
High School. Our QC Plan will apply to all aspects of the
work both on-site and off-site, and the three-phase inspection process will be keyed to the proposed project
schedule. Our primary focus will be the early identification and resolution of potential problems before they
impact the project. We will include specific preventive
measures and formal inspections before the start of
each work activity to help achieve this goal.
We will initiate preventive measures at the outset of
the project and continue these measures through all
phases. Our preventive measures will include identification of standards, mock-ups, requests for information,
submittals, document control, preconstruction meetings and other trade specific measures.
Specifically, Grunley’s QC Plan will incorporate a threephased QC inspection process that includes the Preparatory, Initial and Follow-Up control phases. These three
phases will be scheduled, conducted and documented
by the QC Manager in conjunction with the trade foreman. Each distinct trade activity/task that requires separate control procedures will be assigned as a Definable
Feature of Work (DFW). We have successfully implemented this approach to QC on many of our projects.

Preparatory Phase
For each DFW, our QC Manager or other designated
QC Representative will conduct a Preparatory Phase
Meeting/Inspection at least 72 hours prior to the start
of work. A minimum of 48-hours notice will be given to
allow attendance by all appropriate parties. Additional
notice will be given for off-site work. The meeting will
also include respective trade supervisory personnel.
During this meeting, we will conduct a review of the
plans and specifications, verify material and equipment
submittals, confirm material certifications, review the
test matrix, and confirm arrangements for testing. We
will develop a checklist for use in performing follow-up
inspections and conduct an inspection of the work area
to verify that all preceding work has been completed
and accepted. We will inspect materials and equipment
to verify compliance with approved submittals and
confirm that sufficient quantities are available. We will
review the Safety Plan and conduct a Job Hazard Analysis to confirm that requisite safety measures are understood and in place and that the appropriate Material
Data Safety Sheets are readily available.
Additionally, we will confirm that procedures and/or infrastructure are in place for ensuring the occupants of
the campus are not disturbed or impacted. Finally, we
will review the construction methodology from a quality control perspective to identify and resolve potential
problems before work begins. This will include a review
of the plans for protection of the existing building elements from damage due to weather or ongoing construction. We will document and track all issues encountered during this meeting to ensure they are resolved
in a timely manner. Our QC Manager will document the
meeting in the CQC daily report and will prepare and
distribute meeting minutes.
The preparatory meeting will be repeated if safety becomes an issue, the quality of work proves to be unacceptable, or a DFW is resumed after a substantial period
of inactivity.
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Initial Phase
Our QC Manager will also conduct an initial inspection
with the respective trade crew and foremen as a specific
DFW is starting for the first time. The project team will
be notified at least 48 hours prior to each initial inspection. The purpose of this inspection will be to observe
the initial segment of work to ensure that it complies
with all contract requirements. During this inspection,
we will establish the quality of workmanship required,
resolve all conflicts, review the Job Specific Safety Plan
to ensure appropriate measures are being implemented to protect the workers and building occupants, review protection to ensure it is adequate and as planned,
and ensure that proper testing is being performed. Our
QC Manager will document the results of this inspection in the CQC daily report. Any issues encountered will
be documented and tracked for timely resolution.

Follow-Up Phase
The Follow-Up Phase inspections will be performed by
our QC Manager on a periodic or daily basis to ensure
continued contract compliance for a specific DFW until
the work is complete. Our QC Manager will check the
quality of the workmanship to ensure that it is being
maintained as established in the preparatory and initial
inspections, and monitor and review testing to ensure
that it is being properly performed and satisfactory results are obtained. He will check all re-work items to ensure that they are being corrected in a timely manner.
As with the previous inspections, our QC Manager will
include the results in the CQC daily report and will document and track all issues encountered to ensure timely
resolution.
Grunley will track all project related issues by specification division and subject matter. We will maintain current resolution status in our database and through the
database reporting functions, the project team will be
able to effectively follow-up and manage timely resolution of issues. The common reports that we will use to
document project-related issues, specifically those that
are included as part of our QC Plan, are described in the
table on the following page.
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CONTRACTOR
PRODUCTION
REPORT

• Prepared daily
• Documents daily
production

• Signed by Superintendent

• Submitted to the
.Owner by 9:00 a.m.
the following day

CONTRACTOR QUALITY
CONTROL REPORT

• Prepared daily
• Summarizes work
performed
• Provides supporting
documentation

• Signed by Superintendent

• Submitted to the
.Owner by 9:00 a.m.
the following day

INITIAL PHASE
CHECKLIST AND
MINUTES

• Completed for each
DFW Initial Phase
Inspection

• Prepared by QC Manager
• Signed by Superintendent

• Distributed within
48 hours after meeting

PREPARATORY PHASE
CHECKLIST AND
MINUTES

• Used to document
all non-compliance
issues

• Prepared by QC Manager
• Signed by Superintendent

• Submitted with Daily QC
Report

FOLLOW-UP PHASE
CHECKLIST AND
MINUTES

• Recorded for each
DFW
• Conducted on a daily
basis

• Prepared by QC Manager
• Signed by Superintendent

• Submitted with Daily QC
Report

TESTING PLAN
AND LOG

• Updated as testing
occurs
• Summarized weekly

• Prepared by QC Manager
• Signed by Superintendent

• Distributed weekly

MATERIAL RECEIVING
AND STORAGE
INSPECTION REPORTS

• Documents inspection
of materials delivered to
the site
• Used to confirm
materials meet
requirements

• Prepared by QC Manager
• Signed by Superintendent

• Submitted with Daily QC
Report

EQUIPMENT ACTIVATION
INSPECTION REPORT

• Completed when
equipment is installed
for use, shakedown and
debugging
• Documents compliance
with requirements

• Owner is notified of all
inspections
• Prepared by QC Manager
• Signed by Superintendent

• Submitted with Daily QC
Report

START-UP INSPECTION
REPORT

• Completed when new
equipment is ready for
use
• Documents verification
that equipment
functions as intended

• Owner is notified of all
inspections
• Prepared by QC Manager
• Signed by Superintendent

• Submitted with Daily QC
Report
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CORPORATE APPROACH TO SAFETY

First-Aid and CPR Training

Grunley consistently challenges ourselves and our
personnel to become a model of safe construction.
To achieve this goal, we formulated a plan that would
greatly expand the breadth and depth of our safety program and expanded our Safety Department to include
seven full-time safety professionals who are dedicated
to fulfill the specified job requirements.

All field supervisors must be certified in First-aid, CPR
and Bloodborne Pathogen training with the required
re-certifications performed every two years. Each project has at least one Grunley certified person as well as
an alternate. A list of subcontractor certified personnel
will also be developed and posted so others know who
to contact if the need arises. This topic will also be discussed once a month at the weekly foreman’s meeting.

The Corporate Safety Plan
As part of our continuous improvement efforts to
achieve our stated goals, we have expanded our preventative measures to include more frequent project
safety audits. We modified our auditing reports and preplan activities well in advance with our project teams to
assure documented plans are in place and have been
reviewed by the Safety Department, with comments
addressed before the work takes place. Our Corporate
Safety Plan follows the 29 CFR 1926 Construction Safety and Health Standards and is formatted to follow the
guidelines and measures of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers EM 385-1-1 Safety and Health Standards.

OSHA Training
In the past, field supervision received only the OSHA 10hour training class. Currently, the 30-hour training is our
minimum and many Superintendents have taken the
40-hour class. Other activity-specific training programs
are provided to management, supervisors and field personnel on a monthly or as needed basis.

In-House Training
All field supervisors and tradesmen are required to attend hazardous materials awareness training on an annual basis. Quarterly special topic training is performed
on a rotating basis for supervisors and tradesmen.
Special topics include items listed by OSHA in their top
ten most cited violations and items that are relevant to
Grunley’s phased and occupied site niche.

Activity Hazard Analyses (AHAs)
AHAs are a standard document required by each subcontractor to establish for each DFW on the project. This
document is developed by the subcontractor, reviewed
by the Safety Department before the preparatory meeting, discussed at the preparatory meeting and then discussed with subcontractor personnel performing the
work to assure that everyone involved knows the project hazards and the required preventative measures.

Safety Department Staff
Over the past five years, we have tripled the size of our
full-time safety inspection team. Every project is audited by a Safety Inspector once a week or biweekly based
on the amount of work taking place or the potential
hazards that exist. The Safety Department is also readily
available at any given time to address concerns, resolve
issues, review plans or attend subcontractor or owner meetings. Full-time Safety Inspectors are assigned
when required by contract.
Earlier Job-Site Involvement by the Safety Department
The Safety Department and Inspectors attend quality
control preparatory meetings. Safety has been significantly incorporated into our formal quality control procedures.

Temporary Systems Certifications
Before any engineered temporary system is placed into
service, even if it has been certified in writing by a third
party, Grunley’s Safety Department is required to inspect the system and certify it for use. These temporary
systems include scaffolding, swing stages, hoists, trash
chutes, shoring, sheeting and trench boxes.
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Crane Certifications
This project will require the design of a 4- to 6-story
building and the use of cranes on an occupied campus.
Crane use will be planned well enough in advance to
ensure all of the required details are established and
approved before any work takes place. For all cranes
used on Grunley projects, a complete plan must be developed and submitted to the Safety Department for
review and acceptance before the crane arrives and the
work takes place. A specific lift plan checklist has been
developed by the Safety Department for the contractor
to develop the plan. It has been our experience that
these plans are very detailed and contain all the major
components needed to address all the necessary issues
so we can assure that the crane work takes place safely
and without issue. The typical plan consists of 40 to 100
pages of information.

Eye Protection
Grunley maintains a 100% eye protection requirement
policy for all workers and visitors on our job-sites. This
has aided in reducing eye injuries.

Relationships and Peer Reviews
We seek to form partnerships with the Safety Departments of the various government contracting agencies
and construction managers to foster a holistic approach
to job-site safety. This is especially relevant to our projects that require work in occupied buildings or interface
with the general public. We encourage comments and
feedback from other contractors, subcontractors, construction managers and insurance professionals. This
type of open communication and team building allows
these entities to contact the Safety Department directly
to discuss questions or observations of safety plans or
issues.

Corporate Approach to Maintaining an Orderly Site
(Housekeeping)
Grunley incorporates standards into each subcontract
that requires all trade contractors to remove their construction waste on a continuous basis. If this is not
performed sufficiently, no work is allowed to proceed
until the work areas have been properly cleaned and

organized. In order for us to strictly enforce this, it is incumbent on Grunley to provide adequate and efficient
means for the various trade contractors to place construction debris into a waste receptacle (either a trash
can, dumpster or other container). The planning for removal of this debris will be a central theme in our site
logistics plan and will include the use of a temporary
hoist.
All material that arrives for this project will be taken from the delivery truck and staged at the location
where installation will be performed. Material logistics
management will be the responsibility of our Construction Superintendent, Richard Welch.

Corporate Approach to Command and Control of
Site Staff
Our corporate approach to the command and control
site staff is centered around the Construction Project
Manager and the Construction Superintendent. These
two individuals, both of whom report to our Contract
Executive, are peers on our projects and are tasked
with operating as a team, with the Construction Project Manager primarily focusing on administration of the
contract and the coordination, submittal and material
fabrication and delivery, and the Construction Superintendent focused on the schedule and coordinating
all field activities. These two senior site representatives
will be responsible for reporting to the Contract Executive through a series of tools that will include a weekly
schedule update/report and a monthly Job Status Report that will indicate the status of all project metrics.
For this project, the City of Falls Church’s primary pointof-contact will be our Contract Executive, Douglas
Cruce, DBIA. Doug will have full authority to negotiate
on behalf of and bind Grunley. Our Construction Project Manager, Tom Bizzarri, will report directly to Mr.
Cruce. Mr. Bizzarri will be responsible for administration
of the contract and will direct all of our efforts related
to procurement and submission of proposed materials, completion of the coordination process, financial
management and contract closeout. Additionally, our
Construction Superintendent, Richard Welch, will re-
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port directly to Mr. Cruce. Mr. Welch will be ultimately
responsible for all construction activities that occur at
the project site. Mr. Welch’s first and most important
responsibility will be the safety of everyone on-site. He
will work closely with our Safety Inspector who will report directly to Mr. Cruce on this project. Mr. Welch will
also be responsible for the project schedule.
Additionally, Mr. Welch will have full authority over all
subcontractor personnel assigned to the site. It will be
one of his primary responsibilities to ensure that all subcontractor personnel adhere to the rules of the project
and that they comply with requirements related to generation of sound, access to authorized areas only and
general acceptable behavior.

be able to provide a transparent account of all costs and
ensure that all parties are aware of any risks associated
with the project throughout the design development
and construction. As the design develops, budget alternatives will be reviewed and evaluated using our Cost
Control Process during the completion of the working
drawings and during schematic design phases. These
budget alternatives will be presented to the City and,
once the evaluation is complete, any accepted alternatives will be incorporated into the working drawings
prior to issuance of bid packages. Through this process
we will ensure that the guaranteed maximum price is
not exceeded.

PROVIDE NARRATIVE REGARDING THE OWNER’S PROPOSED BUDGET OF $108 MILLION
Grunley and Samaha will design and construct the new
George Mason High School to achieve all requirements
set forth in the Scope of Work, Educational Specifications and all other documents associated with the RFP.
This includes design and construction of a new George
Mason High School, conceptual design of an addition
to the existing Mary Ellen Henderson Middle School,
and the design and construction of sports facilities to
accommodate the new high school campus.
Grunley will ensure that during the construction of the
new facilities, the existing George Mason High School,
Mary Ellen Henderson Middle School, and Sports Fields
outside of the construction area continue to operate effectively, efficiently, and most important - safely. Our
construction plan will provide for full use of the existing
sports facilities during design and construction, with
limited periods of downtime, as required to meet the
logistics plan and project schedule.
Grunley and Samaha will manage the design and construction of the project to a guaranteed maximum price
of $108,000,000. Throughout the design process, our
team will utilize the methods identified in our cost control section of this submission to ensure delivery of this
project requirement. By utilizing these methods, we will

DEVELOPING THE GMP DURING THE
FAIRFAX HIGH SCHOOL RENOVATION/ADDITION
PROJECT

Grunley completely renovated the existing 350,000
SF Fairfax High School and constructed three new
additions totaling 73,000 SF. The project spanned
28 months and 15 phases. Although Grunley was
the low bidder, the initial bid received by the County was ~25% over budget. In lieu of canceling the
project, the County negotiated with Grunley to a
successful conclusion. Grunley offered over 100 value engineering suggestions and scope reductions
with budgets for each one. Fairfax County decided
which options to incorporate to meet their project
requirements. Grunley incorporated the County’s
selections then developed an acceptable GMP with
a small contingency (less than 0.5%). By working
with Fairfax County to develop a GMP within their
budget, Grunley was able to deliver this $45 million
project on schedule and to the quality standards required. The Grunley Samaha Team will work closely with FCCPS during the new George Mason High
School to provide value analyses and develop a
GMP that meets the needs of all stakeholders.
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